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Improving solar wind persistence forecasts: removing transient

space weather events, and using observations away from the

Sun-Earth line
Petra Kohutova1,2, François-Xavier Bocquet2, Edmund M. Henley2, and Matthew

J. Owens3

Abstract. This study demonstrates two significant ways of improving persistence fore-
casts of the solar wind, which exploit the relatively unchanging nature of the ambient
solar wind to provide 27 day forecasts, when using data from the Lagrangian L1 point.
Such forecasts are useful both as a prediction tool for the ambient wind, but also for bench-
marking of solar wind models. We show solar wind persistence forecasts can be improved
by removing transient solar wind features such as coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Us-
ing CME indicators to automatically identify CME-contaminated periods in ACE data
from 1998-2011, and replacing these with solar wind from a previous synodic rotation,
persistence forecasts improve (relative to a baseline): skill scores for the southward IMF
component Bz, a crucial parameter for determining solar wind geoeffectiveness, improve
by 7.7 percentage points when using a commonly-available indicator, based on the pro-
ton temperature. We also show persistence forecasts can be improved by using measure-
ments away from L1, to reduce the requirement on coronal stability for an entire syn-
odic period, at the cost of reduced lead time. Using STEREO-B data from 2007-2013
to create such a reduced lead time persistence forecast, we show Bz skill scores improve
by 17.1 percentage points relative to ACE. Finally, we report on implications for per-
sistence forecasts from any future missions to the L5 Lagrangian point, and on the suc-
cessful operational implementation of the normal (ACE-based) and reduced lead time
(STEREO-based) persistence forecasts in the Met Office’s Space Weather Operations Cen-
tre (MOSWOC), where they have been routinely used by forecasters since spring 2015,
as well as plans for future improvements.

1. Introduction

The risks posed by geomagnetic activity on human tech-
nology have been known for a long time, with the first
impacts recorded as early as the 1850s [e.g., Carrington,
1859; Stewart , 1861]. The wide-ranging impacts on modern
technology are well documented in scientific literature [e.g.,
Bolduc, 2002; Dyer , 2002; Sreeja et al., 2014] and detailed
assessments have recently been made of the risks for differ-
ent technology sectors [e.g., Cannon, 2013], and the science
and infrastructure required to better understand and miti-
gate these risks [e.g., Schrijver et al., 2015]. Raising aware-
ness and understanding of the issue in this manner, together
with studies on the socio-economic impacts of space weather
[e.g., Hapgood and Thomson, 2010; Schrijver et al., 2014;
Gibbs and Bisi , 2015], can hence inform policy responses
[e.g., Jonas and McCarron, 2016], to ensure these are ap-
propriate and proportionate.

Accurate forecasting of space weather is a key part of
helping mitigate the risk. Various centres around the
world help provide this, among them the Met Office’s
Space Weather Operations Centre (MOSWOC), which has
been providing a manned 24/7 operational service since
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April 2014. This paper presents work developed to help
MOSWOC forecasters predict geomagnetic activity arising
from the ambient solar wind, and help researchers bench-
mark other models.

Geomagnetic storms are driven by energy input from
the solar wind, and can be associated with both the am-
bient or transient solar wind. Some ambient solar wind
features can be geo-effective —for example corotating in-
teraction regions (CIRs) can trigger geomagnetic substorms
and storms. CIRs are regions where the fast solar wind col-
lides with the preceding slow solar wind stream, resulting in
compressions which disturb Earth’s magnetosphere (possi-
bly indirectly) and are estimated to have been responsible
for ∼ 26% of large geomagnetic storms and ∼ 3% of ma-
jor storms between 1972—2004 [Richardson, 2013]. These
CIRs are linked to the position of the coronal holes, where
the fast solar wind originates and which evolve slowly over
the course of several Carrington rotations, implying some
degree of predictability. The other cause of geomagnetic
activity is transients in the solar wind in the form of inter-
planetary coronal mass ejections (ICME). The interaction
of Earth’s magnetosphere with the often-shocked solar wind
preceding the flux rope, and with the magnetic field and
plasma embedded in the flux rope itself can all lead to se-
vere geomagnetic storms [e.g., Gosling et al., 1991; Webb
et al., 2000].

Owens et al. [2013] used the periodicity of the ambient
solar wind to provide a “persistence” forecast with a 27.25
day lead time, using in-situ observations of the solar wind
made by the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) space-
craft at the Lagrangian L1 point. As ACE remains on the
Sun-Earth line, it encounters solar wind from corresponding
coronal regions on synodic (27.25 day) timescales, dictated
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by the need for a given region to complete a whole solar
rotation before its radially-travelling solar wind will once
again encounter ACE. The ACE-based persistence forecast
assumes that the solar wind conditions for the upcoming
synodic period will be identical to the ones observed at the
current time, as underpinned by an analysis of the auto-
correlation functions for a range of solar wind parameters
which show clear peaks at multiples of 27.25 days. This
persistence model was found to provide improved skill over
a climatological model value, making it a valuable tool both
as a benchmark against which to assess more complex solar
wind models, as well as a prediction tool in its own right.

The performance of persistence based models is not con-
stant however —rather, it follows the solar cycle, with im-
proved skill during quiet sun periods, but degraded skill
during the active period in the solar cycle [Owens et al.,
2013]. The reason for this is twofold: during active solar
cycle periods the coronal features where the solar wind orig-
inate are more dynamic, and coronal mass ejections (CMEs)
occur more frequently [e.g., McComas et al., 2003; Yashiro
et al., 2004]. The observed time-series used to produce the
forecast contains a record of both the ambient and tran-
sient solar wind, and in essence assumes this time-series
is unaltered one synodic period later. Consequently more
dynamic coronal features reduce the predictability of the
ambient solar wind, as do more frequent CME-associated
transients —the resulting one-off ICME occurrences at L1
do not persist through to the next rotation, but are unreal-
istically treated as doing so in a persistence model, unless
some filtering is applied.

Section 2 of this paper outlines techniques for the detec-
tion of ICME signals in the in-situ data used by persistence
models. These techniques are then used to identify and
remove transients from the forecast and ranked according
to their impact on the skill score of the persistence model.
Section 3 investigates the use of STEREO data to gener-
ate reduced lead time persistence forecast, therefore relax-
ing the requirement on the stability of the ambient solar
wind features. this has been referenced, and Section 4 de-
scribes the operational persistence forecasts implemented at
MOSWOC. Section 5 focusses on the implications of this
work for a potential future mission to the Lagrangian L5
point. Finally, some conclusions and future planned work
are presented.

2. Persistence Model with Reduced Transient
Effects

2.1. Signatures of Transient Space Weather Events

Extreme space weather events responsible for geomag-
netic storms are characterised by significant increases in the
solar wind velocity and magnitude of the magnetic field.
Any forecasting model based on the 27-day autocorrelation
of the solar wind should therefore account for the presence
of these large-amplitude events. Two prominent sources of
such conditions are recurrent corotating interaction regions
and transient coronal mass ejections. Events that are tran-
sient in nature contaminate periodic persistence baselines
but can be accounted for if their signatures in the solar
wind parameter time series are correctly identified. After
specifying contaminated regions of the time series, they can
then be removed from the baseline and replaced with a sec-
tion from the reduced-transient time series on the previous
synodic rotation period, that correctly captures the underly-
ing recurrent behaviour caused by persisting features in the
lower solar atmosphere.In some rare cases, the original (un-
altered) time series from the previous rotation period may
also have contained transients. But as the transient removal
is done on timestep-by-timestep basis, with reference to the
reduced-transient time series, the replacement data will have

come from by an uncontaminated section from two synodic
rotation periods ago. In even rarer cases, where the original
data two synodic rotation periods ago was also contami-
nated, the replacement data in the reduced-transient time
series will come from three synodic periods before —and so
on until an uncontaminated section was present.

The differences in the physical processes responsible for
the formation of CMEs and CIRs result in different proper-
ties of the plasma associated with each of the two phenom-
ena. Such features, being both compositional and kinematic,
can therefore be used to distinguish between signatures of
transient and recurrent events in in-situ measurements of
solar wind parameters. The ICMEs are characterised by
several kinematic and compositional signatures as reported
by many previous statistical studies [e.g., Gosling , 1990;
Neugebauer and Goldstein, 1997; Zurbuchen and Richard-
son, 2006]. To detect these signatures, we employ a set
of criteria based on proton temperature, Fe and O charge
state distributions and He abundance. For this we use mea-
surements taken by operational spacecraft at 1 AU, putting
emphasis on the present availability of the required data due
to potential operational applications.

ICME plasma was found to exhibit proton temperatures
(Tp) that are abnormally low compared to the expected tem-
perature (Tex) of the ambient solar wind plasma [Gosling
et al., 1973]. Tex follows from the well-established correla-
tion between Tp and the solar wind speed (Vsw). In this
work we use the empirical Tp − Vsw relation established by
Lopez [1987]:

Tex = (0.031Vsw − 5.1)2 Vsw < 500 km/s

Tex = 0.51Vsw − 142 Vsw > 500 km/s (1)

Due to the closed-loop shape of magnetic field lines asso-
ciated with the ICME structure, the efficiency of the thermal
conduction is decreased resulting in cooling of the expand-
ing ICME plasma. The characteristic proton temperatures
of the ejecta material are therefore lower than the values
typical for the ambient solar wind. We adopt the thresh-
old Tp/Tex ≤ 0.5 as an indicator of the presence of ICME
material in the solar wind [Richardson and Cane, 1995].

The characteristic properties of the origin regions of the
ICME plasma are reflected in compositional anomalies in
the ICME material. As the coronal density decreases with
increasing distance from the Sun, the ionisation and re-
combination time scales for a given element become larger
than the solar wind expansion time, leading to freezing-in
of the ion charge states. Beyond the freeze-in radius, the
ion charge states remain independent of the radial distance
from the Sun and are therefore representative of the condi-
tions during solar wind acceleration and ICME formation.
Due to the increased abundance of Fe16+ in the material
emanating from the hot source regions in the solar atmo-
sphere, the mean iron charge state of the ICME plasma is
often elevated to 〈QFe〉 > 12, as compared to the normal
value of 〈QFe〉 = 10 for the ambient solar wind [e.g., Lepri
et al., 2001; Reinard , 2001; Lepri and Zurbuchen, 2004]. In
comprehensive surveys of ICME occurrence, about 70% of
ICMEs were found to display elevated 〈QFe〉 [Richardson
and Cane, 2004], with such enhancement being more likely
in faster and flare-related ICMEs [Cane and Richardson,
2003]. Over 95% of all instances of elevated Fe charge state
were found to be associated with ICMEs [Lepri et al., 2001],
making it an indicator with a very small proportion of false-
positive detections.

ICME plasma is also characterised by an elevated
O7+/O6+ abundance ratio [Richardson and Cane, 2004].
Under ambient solar wind conditions, the O7+/O6+ ratio
is anti-correlated with the solar wind speed. This is due to
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Figure 1. VSW (top) and |B| (bottom) time series
for the ACE observations (black line), standard persis-
tence model (red line) and persistence model with re-
duced transient effects (blue line; note this is overplotted
on the standard persistence forecast, hiding the latter
during times when both forecasts coincide). Grey vertical
lines indicate periods of increased mean Fe charge state
used by the reduced-transient persistence forecast to try
to identify and remove ICME transients. The ICME on
29 May (arrow 1a) causes a false alarm in the standard
persistence forecast on 24 June, but is correctly identified
and removed by the reduced-transient persistence fore-
cast. The reduced transient forecast also correctly iden-
tifies and removes three other ICMEs (arrows 2a, 2b and
2c), despite their coincidental ∼ 27 day spacing making
it appear as if the reduced-transient forecast has missed
event 2c (see text for discussion). Note dates (including
day of year) are labelled at 27 day intervals relative to
event 2a.

lower freezing-in temperatures in fast solar wind emanat-
ing from low-temperature coronal holes [Geiss et al., 1995].
Using recalibrated ACE level 2 data, Kilchenmann [2007]
found that this correlation can be modelled by the empiri-
cal relation:

O7+/O6+ = 1.210 exp(−Vsw/200) (2)

In the subsequent analysis, we use the O7+/O6+ ratio
given by the above expression as a threshold value for indi-
cating the presence of ejecta material.

Another strong indicator of ICME material is an en-
hanced He/H ratio. The value of He/H in ICME material
is often greater than 0.08, as compared to the average so-
lar wind helium abundance of 0.04 [Hirshberg et al., 1972;
Neugebauer and Goldstein, 1997]. This signature is present
in roughly 50% of all ICME cases, but rarely occurs out-
side of ICMEs [Yermolaev and Stupin, 1997]. We therefore
define He/H > 0.08 as an ICME indicator.

The above criteria for ICME identification were chosen
based on the availability of the required measurements by
currently operational spacecraft. We also limited the choice
to the indicators that have very small or no probability of
occurring outside ICMEs. Additional ICME signatures not
used here include, but are not limited to, Mg/O and Ne/O
ratios [Richardson and Cane, 2004], smooth rotation of the
magnetic field vector caused by the flux-rope structure of
a subset of ICMEs [e.g., Burlaga et al., 1981], bidirectional
particle fluxes [Gosling et al., 1987] and depressed electron
temperatures [Montgomery et al., 1974].

It should be noted that the only currently operational
source of the solar wind composition measurements in the
vicinity of the L1 point, the Solar Wind Ion Composition
Spectrometer on the ACE spacecraft [Gloeckler et al., 1998]
has undergone an age-induced hardware fault in August
2011, leading to the loss of instrument calibration and there-
fore unavailability of composition data post-2011. The key
composition measurements including elemental abundances
and charge state information for Fe, O and C have recently
become available again, however they require corrections to
address the statistical and calibration issues using the pre-
2011 data as a calibration data set (for details see Shearer
et al. [2014]).

2.2. Application of Transient Identification to the 27
Day Persistence Model

In-situ solar wind measurements used in this section were
taken by the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE), oper-
ating near the L1 point approximately 0.01 AU sunward
of Earth [Stone et al., 1998]. We use magnetic field and
plasma measurements from the Magnetic Fields Experiment
(MAG) [Smith et al., 1998] and Solar Wind Electron, Pro-
ton, and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) [McComas et al., 1998]
on board ACE. The required composition data was obtained
using measurements by the Solar Wind Ion Composition
Spectrometer (SWICS) [Gloeckler et al., 1998]. Hourly-
averaged level 2 data covering the period from February 1998
to August 2011 was retrieved from the ACE Science Cen-
ter (http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/). The range of
data used for the analysis was selected to cover the whole
period during which constant-calibration data from all three
instruments were available simultaneously.

We generate a persistence forecast for 7 solar wind param-
eters: the 3 components and magnitude of the interplanetary
magnetic field; plasma bulk speed and density; and proton
temperature. To do this, we use a 27 day persistence model
[Owens et al., 2013], based on the ∼ 27 day autocorrela-
tion of the solar wind parameter time series. To identify the
parts of the time series contaminated with transient events,
we then use the criteria based on TP , 〈QFe〉, O7+/O6+ and
He/H described in Section 2.1. A time interval with length
ranging from 12 to 48 hours either side of the point display-
ing the nominal ICME signature is then removed from the
time series, and replaced with an equivalent interval from
27.25 days beforehand.

Figure 1 shows an example of a time series contaminated
by an ICME which was subsequently removed (using the
〈QFe〉 indicator and a 24 hour interval), resulting in an im-
proved forecast. A rapid increase in magnetic field magni-
tude was observed by ACE (black line in Figure 1) on the
29 May 2005 (indicated by arrow 1a). This causes a false
alarm in the standard persistence forecast (red line) on 24
June (arrow 1b). Since this event was accompanied by an
elevated iron charge state, it was classified as ICME and re-
moved from the reduced transients persistence forecast (blue
line) by the process above, resulting in an overall improve-
ment of the forecast skill. It is also interesting to note a
triplet of events occurring on the 16 May, 13 June, and 10
July (arrows 2a, 2b and 2c). The first event (2a) shows a
clear increase in magnetic field magnitude and plasma bulk
speed, characteristic of an ICME, and is accompanied by
an elevated iron charge state, and is hence removed. As
in the previous example, it is seen that this filtering re-
sults in this event not appearing in the reduced-transient
forecast 27 days later, on the 12 June (whereas it does ap-
pear in the normal persistence forecast). This is expected
to be desirable behaviour, however it is seen that a second
event (2b) is observed at roughly the same time, and that a
third event (2c) occurs roughly a further 27 days later, on
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Table 1. ACE Forecast Skill Scores

Indicator ∆tc Bx ∆S By ∆S Bz ∆S |B| ∆S Np ∆S Vsw ∆S Tp ∆S S ∆S

None (control) - 36.2 - 27.9 - 3.5 - 26.0 - 32.3 - 52.0 - 34.3 - 30.3 -
Fe 48 38.3 2.1 33.7 5.8 20.1 16.6 38.1 12.1 38.4 6.1 52.1 0.1 41.7 7.4 37.5 7.2
He 48 36.8 0.6 32.7 4.8 17.1 13.6 35.8 9.8 36.9 4.6 51.6 -0.4 37.6 3.3 35.5 5.2
O 48 38.9 2.7 32.9 5.0 16.1 12.6 36.7 10.7 37.2 4.9 53.4 1.4 39.0 4.7 36.3 6.0

Tp 48 36.9 0.7 31.5 3.6 11.2 7.7 31.5 5.5 36.7 4.4 50.5 -1.5 34.9 0.6 33.3 3.0
Fe+He+O+Tp 48 35.5 -0.7 32.8 4.9 21.9 18.4 37.6 11.6 38.1 5.8 49.4 -2.6 40.1 5.8 36.5 6.2

Fe 24 40.2 4.0 35.0 7.1 19.3 15.8 39.1 13.1 38.5 6.2 53.7 1.7 41.8 7.5 38.2 7.9
He 24 38.1 1.9 33.2 5.3 15.9 12.4 34.6 8.6 36.4 4.1 52.0 0.0 36.5 2.2 35.2 4.9
O 24 38.9 2.7 33.0 5.1 14.8 11.3 35.7 9.7 36.9 4.6 53.6 1.6 36.5 2.2 35.6 5.3

Tp 24 37.5 1.3 31.0 3.1 9.6 6.1 30.6 4.6 35.1 2.8 51.3 -0.7 34.9 0.6 32.9 2.5
Fe+He+O+Tp 24 38.5 2.3 35.2 7.3 21.3 17.8 39.1 13.1 38.7 6.4 51.8 -0.2 41.3 7.0 38.0 7.7

Fe 12 41.0 4.8 35.0 7.1 18.2 14.7 38.6 12.6 38.8 6.5 54.0 2.0 40.4 6.1 38.0 7.7
He 12 37.7 1.5 32.0 4.1 12.5 9.0 32.3 6.3 35.6 3.3 51.7 -0.3 34.8 0.5 33.8 3.5
O 12 38.8 2.6 32.4 4.5 13.9 10.4 34.7 8.7 35.7 3.4 53.8 1.8 35.9 1.6 35.0 4.7

Tp 12 36.8 0.6 30.2 2.3 7.3 3.8 28.6 2.6 34.4 2.1 51.4 -0.6 35.0 0.7 32.0 1.6
Fe+He+O+Tp 12 40.0 3.8 35.8 7.9 20.2 16.7 39.5 13.5 40.2 7.9 52.6 0.6 40.0 5.7 38.3 8.0

a Forecast skill scores from ACE data (1998-2011) for the persistence model with reduced transient effects using different ICME
indicators, as well as durations (in hours) for the contaminated time interval ∆tc, replaced by solar wind from a previous rotation.
The change in skill ∆S is shown for each parameter (e.g. Bx), determined by the difference between the skill of the reduced tran-
sient persistence model and the standard persistence model (where no transient filtering is performed). For each ∆tc, the mean
change in skill over all parameters S is shown, together with the change in skill ∆S relative to the standard persistence model mean.
Improvements in skill (relative to the standard persistence model) are shown in bold.

10 July. Both events are also accompanied by elevated iron
charge states - this results in event 2b being removed for
the reduced-transient forecast, and hence not present near
event 2c —thus apparently performing worse than the stan-
dard persistence forecast, which seems to predict event 2c.
The near-27 day spacing between these events may initially
seem suggestive of CIR effects, and a false positive for the
iron-charge-based reduced-transient forecast for event 2b.
However closer examination suggests this is not the case:
not only are all three events (2a, 2b and 2c) accompanied
by elevated iron charge states expected for ICMEs, but they
are independently listed as being associated with ICMEs in
the Richardson and Cane [2010] catalogue. Thus we con-
clude that the ∼ 27 day spacing between these events is
coincidence, and that these events are indeed all transients,
correctly being filtered out by the reduced-transient persis-
tence forecast.

The model performance can be assessed by evaluating the
forecast skill against a random reference model, or baseline
[Spence et al., 2004]. The skill of the model is based on the
mean square error of the forecast and is defined as

Skill = 100
(
1− MSEmod

MSEref

)
(3)

where MSEmod is the mean square error between the
model and the observation and MSEref is the mean square
error between the reference model and the observation.
A forecast skill of 100 corresponds to a perfect forecast,
whereas negative skill means that the forecast performance
of the model is worse than that of a random forecast. In
order to create a reference model with sufficient degree of
variability but zero autocorrelation on all time scales, a ran-
dom reference model with the same bulk statistical proper-
ties as the observed time series is chosen. Using the method
described by Owens et al. [2013], the reference time series
with the required properties is obtained by creating a cu-
mulative distribution function (CDF) for each solar wind
parameter. Subsequently, a random number generator is
used to generate random values between 0 and 1 which are
then assigned the corresponding parameter values from the
CDF. The overall skill score is evaluated for each parame-
ter by considering mean values of MSE for both model and
baseline. The skill scores of the persistence model before
and after the transient removal are shown in Table 1.

As can be seen, not all indicators lead to increases across
all individual parameters —for example, when using the Tp

indicator alone, the skill of the reduced-transient forecast
for Vsw is lower than the original persistence forecast. This
agrees with the results of Wardle [2013], who used OMNI
data from 1996-2011 to generate reduced-transient persis-
tence forecasts for solar wind speed, and also found a skill
decrease when using proton temperature data to remove
transients. Wardle [2013] further found that using Tex/Tp

threshold value lower than that used here (the Tex/Tp = 0.5
threshold proposed by Richardson and Cane [1995]) results
in an improved performance of the new forecast. This has
not been investigated further here, as this indicator does
not lead to the highest increase in skill. Nevertheless, this
indicator will merit further attention, as Tp-based filtering
is operationally feasible (see later discussions in Sections 4
and 5.3) and does lead to increases in Bz and average skill
(of 7.7 and 3.0 percentage points respectively, for the best-
performing 48 hour time interval.)

The average increase in skill with respect to the stan-
dard persistence model is highest when using all indicators
combined and removing a 12 hour time interval either side
of the event as described above. In this case, the skill in-
crease averaged over all solar wind parameters considered
in this section is 8.0 percentage points. However, there is a
considerable difference in the skill increase for individual pa-
rameters, with the smallest increase of 0.6 percentage points
in Vsw and the maximum skill increase of 16.7 percentage
points for the Bz component of the magnetic field. A compa-
rable 7.9 percentage point increase in average performance
can also be obtained from a single indicator, 〈QFe〉, when re-
moving 24 hour intervals: this yields similar changes in indi-
vidual parameters, Vsw also having the smallest skill increase
(1.7 percentage points), and Bz also having the maximum
skill increase (15.8 percentage points). Given the similarity
in average and Bz skill increase between the combination of
all indicators and the (marginally worse) individual 〈QFe〉
indicator, for simplicity the rest of this paper concentrates
on 〈QFe〉 results.

The small change in the forecast skill in the solar wind
speed prediction is in fact expected; due to the action of
the drag force exerted by the ambient solar wind during
ICME propagation, the ICME speeds evolve towards the
ambient solar wind speed. At 1 AU, only a small percent-
age of ICMEs have speeds significantly greater [e.g., Yashiro
et al., 2004; Manoharan, 2006; Vršnak et al., 2008]. Since
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Figure 3. Increase in the forecast skill for the Bz compo-
nent of the magnetic field. ACE observations are shown
in black, and the normal persistence model in red. The
persistence model with reduced transient effects (blue,
using Fe (24 hour) indicator) shows better agreement
with observations, as it does not incur a double penalty
due to transient features (brown arrows show examples in
2004 where this has occurred for the standard persistence
forecast), but is still able to predict repeating structures
with ∼ 27 day periodicity (highly likely to be associated
with CIRs; examples in 2004 shown with pink arrows).

the speeds of the majority of ICMEs are not largely differ-
ent from the ambient solar wind speed, removing such events
will have only small effect on the predicted speed time se-
ries, given the length of the data set used. This is further
supported by the fact that even prior to transient removal,
the forecast skill for the solar wind speed is 52%, i.e. signifi-
cantly higher than for other parameters. Work to determine
the causes of this has not been performed; however this is un-
likely to be due to the plasma data cadence being lower than
that of magnetic field data, given hourly-averaged magnetic
and plasma data has been used here; rather this is likely
to be due to the lower variability (on short timescales) of
solar wind speed compared to magnetic field measures [e.g.,
Wicks et al., 2010].

On the other hand, ICME removal has a larger impact
on the magnetic field: ICMEs are often characterised by
long-term enhancements of the north-south interplanetary
magnetic field component Bz, geoeffective impacts coming
largely from large negative (southward) Bz values over ex-
tended periods of time. After removal of ICMEs, these en-
hancements in the Bz time series are no longer present and
therefore will not generate false alarms in the future. The
advantage of this method is that it filters out the transient
ICME Bz disturbances, but leaves the recurring Bz distur-
bances associated with CIRs [Burlaga and Lepping , 1977]
unchanged, so these CIR-associated are forecast for the next
solar rotation.

Figure 3 shows the overall improved prediction in the
baseline value of the Bz magnetic field component coming
from the reduced-transient persistence forecast (using the
〈QFe〉 indicator and 24 hour intervals). While the possi-
bility of the misidentification of recurring events as ICMEs
cannot be completely eliminated, there are many examples
of successful ICME removal, and CIR retention. Illustra-
tive examples are shown for 2004: brown arrows indicate
ICMEs and their subsequent appearance in the standard
persistence forecast, where they have correctly been rejected
by the reduced-transient forecast; while pink arrows show re-
peating structures with ∼ 27 day periodicity (highly likely
to be associated with CIRs) which have correctly been re-
tained by the reduced-transient forecast.

The overall impact of this iron charge-based transient re-
moval technique is an increase in the Bz forecast skill from
3.5% to 19.3% (see Fe (24 hour) entry in Table 1). This
is likely to be due largely to the physical factors identified
above (removing ICME false alarms, correctly retaining CIR
effects), but may also be somewhat mathematical —the re-
sulting flattening of Bz time-series may also help improve
skill, much as a flat forecast can have better skill than a
mis-timed forecast [Owens et al., 2013]. Further work is
needed to determine the precise contribution of each effect.

Nevertheless, these results are promising, since the south-
ward IMF component Bz is a key parameter in determin-
ing space weather geoeffectiveness —the improved predic-
tion of the baseline value of Bz seen in Figure 3 represents
the main advantage of the persistence model with reduced
space weather effects.

3. Reduced Lead Time Persistence Model

In addition to using in-situ measurements for solar wind
forecasting at the same location in the next synodic rota-
tion period, they can also be used to predict solar wind
conditions at a different location in the Parker spiral, with
the forecast lead time depending on the heliographic lon-
gitudinal separation between the two reference points. We
extend the 27 day solar wind persistence model for space
weather forecasting at the L1 point established by Owens
et al. [2013] to other locations in the Parker spiral by using
STEREO spacecraft observations. The STEREO mission
consists of two identical spacecraft on very similar ∼ 1 AU
orbits as Earth; STEREO-A launched azimuthally ahead
of the Earth and STEREO-B launched trailing behind the
Earth [Kaiser , 2005]. Orbital differences with Earth mean
the longitudinal separation between each spacecraft and the
Earth increases at a rate of ∼ 22.5◦ per year (as both space-
craft separate by ∼ 45◦ per year [Kaiser , 2005]). For the
time interval considered here, STEREO-B was located az-
imuthally behind Earth; we therefore use the in-situ mea-
surements taken by STEREO-B to develop a reduced lead
time persistence model for solar wind conditions at L1 as
this effectively encounters the solar wind conditions which
will affect Earth shortly after, assuming corotation of the
solar wind.
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Figure 2. ACE (red) and STEREO-B (blue) helio-
graphic latitude as a function of time. The black line
shows the heliolatitude difference between the two space-
craft. The blue shaded section corresponds to the period
when STEREO-B was in the vicinity of L5.
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Figure 4. Time evolution of correlation coefficients (left) and skill scores (right) for ACE (red) and
STEREO-B (blue) persistence forecasts evaluated using a 1 year rolling window. The black line shows
the overall trend in the STEREO-B forecast performance after subtracting the solar cycle dependence.
The grey line in the bottom plot shows the STEREO-B azimuthal angle Θ. The black line shows the
monthly sunspot number R as a reference of the solar cycle phase. Sunspot data was obtained from the
World Data Center SILSO, Royal Observatory of Belgium, Brussels.

The orbits of ACE and both STEREO spacecraft lie in
the ecliptic plane. Due to the tilt of the solar rotation
axis with respect to the ecliptic, the heliographic latitude
of STEREO-B is not the same as that of ACE and their
latitudinal separation varies with time, with a period of ap-
proximately a year (Figure 2). This latitudinal separation
means ACE and STEREO may sample qualitatively differ-
ent solar wind streams, even during periods of perfect solar
wind corotation. In fact, latitudinal separation is expected
to have the greatest effect on such reduced lead-time per-
sistence forecasts when the coronal magnetic field is most
structured by heliolatitude, which is primarily around solar
minimum when the assumption of corotation is strongest.
This effect is expected to correlate with the absolute lat-
itudinal separation of the spacecraft, hence with a period
of approximately 6 months. This heliolatitude effect lim-
its the extent to which a spacecraft (e.g. STEREO-B here)
off the Sun-Earth line can be expected to improve on ACE.
The longitudinal separation, on the other hand, acts as an
advantage, since using such a spacecraft effectively reduces
the requirement on the stability of solar wind conditions, by
reducing the lead time of the persistence forecast from the
27 days required when using ACE. As is shown below, this
“sacrifice” on lead time results in better overall forecast per-
formance, especially during periods of high solar variability.
While 27-day lead times may be desirable, these are not a

key requirement by most operators. These will benefit more
from increased skill in the 5-day forecast.

In order to generate the reduced lead time persistence
forecast, we use the magnetic field measurements taken by
the magnetometer from the In-situ Measurements of Par-
ticles And CME Transients (IMPACT) instrument suite
[Acuña et al., 2007], and the measurements of proton tem-
perature, density and plasma bulk speed by the Plasma and
Supra-Thermal Ion Composition Investigation (PLASTIC)
instrument [Galvin et al., 2008] onboard STEREO-B. The
hourly averaged level 2 data covering a period from the be-
ginning of STEREO operation in March 2007 until March
2013 were retrieved from the UCLA Space Science Center
(http://aten.igpp.ucla.edu/ssc/stereo/). The STEREO-B
measurements of the magnetic field vector were transformed
from spacecraft-centered RTN coordinates to GSM coordi-
nate system and subsequently rotated by the azimuthal an-
gle Θ between the spacecraft and the Earth, with the Sun
at the vertex. We then offset the observations by a fraction
of the synodic rotation period corresponding to the current
position of STEREO-B. The time offset ∆t applied to the
observation time series is given by:

∆t =
Trot

360◦ λ(t) (4)
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Figure 5. Normalised power spectra of the periodically varying latitudinal separation between ACE
and STEREO-B (green), and equivalent spectra (blue) for the (detrended) STEREO-B forecast model
correlation time series.

Table 2. Skill Scores and Correlation Coefficients for ACE
and STEREO-B-based Persistence Models over the Period
2007-03 to 2013-03

ACE STEREO-B
Parameter Skill rL Skill ∆S rL ∆r

Bx 29.1 0.50 40.9 11.8 0.56 0.06
By 20.7 0.42 30.4 9.7 0.45 0.03
Bz 4.3 0.14 21.4 17.1 0.18 0.04
|B| 16.6 0.24 24.8 8.2 0.33 0.09
Np 54.2 0.41 23.2 -31.0 0.41 0.00
Vp 56.3 0.59 65.4 9.1 0.70 0.11
Tp 44.8 0.45 29.3 -15.5 0.48 0.03

a STEREO-B values show the difference in skill score ∆S and
correlation coefficient ∆r relative to ACE values. Bold numbers
show where these differences indicate the STEREO-B-based per-
sistence forecast improves over the ACE-based persistence fore-
cast.

where Trot is the synodic rotation period and λ(t) is the
heliographic longitude of the spacecraft relative to Earth.

Table 2 summarizes the values of linear cross-correlation
coefficients and skill scores evaluated for multiple solar wind
parameters for both ACE and STEREO based persistence
forecasts. Note that STEREO evaluation is done relative
to ACE baselines (e.g. for the CDF described above), as
the objective is to forecast conditions affecting Earth. The
STEREO forecast performs better for all parameters except
for proton density and temperature, where the analysis sug-
gests better correlation of the STEREO-B based persistence
model with the observation time series but worse forecast

skill than the standard persistence model. This is caused
by the fact that the correlation coefficient is independent of
constant offsets or scaling. It therefore provides a measure of
how well the evolution of the two time series agrees, whereas
the MSE-based assessment tools are only concerned with the
agreement in the magnitude of the predicted and observed
parameter. The disagreement between the two assessment
methods can occur when comparing measurements made by
two different instruments, where differences in the calibra-
tion are liable to lead to different scaling and offsets. This
is especially likely given the complex calibration required to
determine the bulk plasma parameters Vsw, Tp and Np from
electrostatic deflection analysers (Chapter 6 in Paschmann
and Daly [1998]), especially given those used on ACE are
not designed to be identical to those on STEREO [McCo-
mas et al., 1998; Galvin et al., 2008]. It is notable that the
only decrease in skill for STEREO-B (compared to ACE)
occurs in the Np and Tp; Vsw shows an increase in skill (con-
sistent with the magnetic field results). The countervailing
skill score behaviour between the various plasma moments
may be due to intercalibration issues between ACE and
STEREO-B, Vsw not exhibiting this due to its relative ro-
bustness to calibration challenges (Chapter 6 in Paschmann
and Daly [1998]). Further investigation is needed however to
determine if intercalibration between ACE and STEREO-B
is indeed responsible for this behaviour. If this is indeed
due to instrument calibration, it will likely be possible to
use simple regressions to “bias correct” the STEREO-B ob-
servations to match the ACE observations.

Due to the increasing longitudinal separation between
the two spacecraft, the performance of the reduced lead-
time persistence model is expected to decrease due to the
increased time over which corotation is assumed to hold.
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In addition, the variability of the solar wind parameters is
subject to the phase of the solar cycle. In order to fully cap-
ture the long term evolution of any performance measures,
we evaluate the performance indicators on a rolling basis.
Figure 4 shows the variation in the forecast skill and the
correlation coefficient, evaluated for each parameter using a
1-year rolling window (right-aligned, i.e. at each timestep,
using the preceding year’s data for each parameter to deter-
mine the skill and correlation coefficient)

The value of the correlation coefficient for the 27-day ACE
persistence forecast varies significantly during the 7 year pe-
riod, with the performance of the ACE persistence forecast
being best during 2008-2009, corresponding to the period of
the solar activity minimum. The correlation decreases as
the Sun enters the solar maximum and the degree to which
the solar wind can be assumed to corotate is decreased. In
addition to the solar cycle variation, the performance of the
STEREO-B based persistence model (relative to ACE condi-
tions relevant to Earth) is influenced by two further factors;
the increasing azimuthal angle Θ and varying heliographic
latitudinal separation between the spacecraft and the Earth.
As the STEREO-B azimuthal angle Θ increases from 0◦ in
March 2007 to 140◦ in March 2013, the spacecraft slowly
loses advantage over ACE in terms of the requirement on
the solar wind stability time scale. Treating the rolling cor-
relation of the ACE persistence model as a measure of the
model performance variability due to the changing solar cy-
cle phase, we subtract it from the STEREO-B correlation
time series to obtain the overall trend in the STEREO-B
forecast performance due to azimuthal angle Θ and helio-
graphic latitude effects. This results in a weak downward
trend, where the decrease in the model performance is most
pronounced during the first two years of the analysed dataset
when the azimuthal angle Θ varies from 0◦ to 50◦. The per-
formance of the model post-2009 stays roughly constant.

For most parameters, there is no obvious variation in the
trend, suggesting that the small variation in heliographic
latitude is a relatively unimportant effect compared to the
increasing azimuthal angle Θ. However, we have further
analysed the effect of the varying latitudinal separation on
the performance of STEREO-B persistence model by tak-
ing a Fourier Transform of the detrended STEREO-B cor-
relation time series evaluated using a 30 day rolling win-
dow. Figure 5 shows the normalised power spectra of the
STEREO-B correlation and of the square of the latitudinal
difference time series. The latter quantity varies with a pe-
riod of approximately 6 months (as discussed in Figure 2).
Most solar wind parameters show limited variation on this
period, suggesting latitudinal variation has negligible impact
on the associated STEREO-B model performance. The cor-
relation power spectrum of Bz component of the magnetic
field however does show a prominent peak near this ∼ 6
month frequency for absolute latitudinal separation varia-
tions. This suggests the presence of large heliolatitudinal
gradients in Bz, which may degrade the performance of the
STEREO-B model during periods of large latitudinal sepa-
rations between the ACE and STEREO-B spacecraft.

Re-examining the Bz rolling correlation coefficients and
skill scores in Figure 4 carefully, some minor semi-annual
oscillations can be seen in the correlations, notably towards
the latter part of the period (around 2011), when Figure
2 shows latitudinal separations are largest. However, these
oscillations are small, and are not visible in skill, supporting
the view above that this is a comparatively minor effect.

4. Operational Tool

Since the studies in the previous section were performed,
the 27 day and the reduced lead time persistence models

have been adapted, and implemented operationally in spring
2015. They provide MOSWOC forecasters with a forecast
tool that generates real-time plots of solar wind parame-
ters for the upcoming 27 days using beacon data for 7 solar
wind parameters. The data used to generate these forecasts
consists of hourly resolution ACE beacon data provided by
NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Centre (SWPC) and 10
min resolution data available from NASA’s STEREO Sci-
ence Center, averaged to hourly resolution. At time of writ-
ing [April 2016] STEREO-A data is used as STEREO-A
is currently in the ideal Earth-trailing position STEREO-B
was in for the studies performed in Section 3.

The forecast tool, shown in Figure 6, provides time series
plots of the individual components of the magnetic field in
GSM coordinates, magnetic field magnitude, plasma bulk
speed, proton density and ion temperature with the lead
time of 27.25 days for ACE forecast and currently [April
2016] ∼ 13 days for STEREO-A forecast. The mean square
errors between the forecast and the observation are adopted
as a measure of uncertainty of the forecast for the upcoming
period, and are represented as a shading surrounding the
forecast timeline; forecasts and observations from the pre-
vious rotation are also shown to allow forecasters to judge
whether there are systematic errors potentially affecting the
current period (e.g. if the relevant coronal holes are far from
the solar equator, differential solar rotation means the lead
times used above are less appropriate). To make the tool
simple and versatile for forecasters, options are available to
hide STEREO data, show only magnetic field magnitude
and solar wind velocity, and customise the forecast period
to shorter intervals.

There are two important aspects to consider in this oper-
ational implementation. First is the fact that the skill scores
reported in Sections 2.2 and 3 are unlikely to represent the
performance of the operational tool. This is because the
beacon data used for operational purposes is of lower qual-
ity than the level 2 (processed) data analyzed in the pre-
vious sections. Therefore, there will be some differences in
the statistical properties of these operational forecasts. In
particular, the majority of the ACE beacon values for the
proton density and temperature has been deemed as unre-
liable (possibly due to an issue with SWEPAM calibration)
and removed from the level 2 data resulting in the lack of
data points. Consequently, it is important to verify that the
outcomes of the skill-score-based performance analysis dis-
cussed in the previous sections are valid for real-time based
models as well. In order to do this, the beacon data used
as forecast tool input are being archived for the purpose of
future investigation.

The second point is that the transient removal process
described in 2.2 is not being applied operationally. As men-
tioned in Section 2.1, the SWICS instrument aboard ACE
has suffered hardware damage in August 2011 (see SWICS
webpage) and the processing of the heavy ion data has been
altered after that date, and is now being archived as SWICS
2.0. This new dataset has not yet been analysed to assess
whether it is also suitable for the transient removal —in
the meantime, the 27-day persistence forecast has been im-
plemented without transient removal. Two practical issues
with using SWICS data for operational purposes are the
fact that data is not available in real-time, and the fact that
ACE has already exceeded its expected lifetime and might
stop providing data anytime. Furthermore, the Deep Space
Climate ObserVatoRy (DSCOVR) mission to replace ACE
will also soon become the primary source for real-time solar
wind monitoring data. Consequently, we currently intend to
switch the data source for the 27 day persistence model from
ACE to DSCOVR, but as DSCOVR does not contain an in-
strument to analyse heavy ions, it will not be possible to
implement the transient removal technique using the mean
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Figure 6. Met Office operational solar wind persistence model output for 2016-04-19T12Z. Timeseries
from top to bottom show Bx, By, Bz, and |B|; np, VSW , and Tp. ACE-based persistence forecast results
(red) are shown for the next 27 days, but also (with ACE observations, black) for the last 27 days, so
MOSWOC forecasters can judge the forecast’s recent performance. STEREO-based persistence forecasts
are also shown in blue. Shading around each forecast corresponds to the uncertainty in the forecast,
as evaluated by the disagreement between forecast and observations over the last 27 days. Note that
the apparent absence of shading is due to the fact that in some cases, the uncertainty is quite small
and the shading not readily noticeable. Also note CME-filtering has not been implemented, due to data
availability issues.

iron charge state (the best individual indicator found in Sec-
tion 2.2). Instead, we intend to implement transient removal
using the proton temperature indicator, as this will be avail-
able in real-time from the DSCOVR Solar Wind Plasma
Sensor and Magnetometer (PlasMag) instrument [Samuel-
son, 2015]. This will be backed up with an investigation
of the best Tex/Tp threshold to apply, as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2. Once this has been done, we intend to implement
real-time determination of the rolling skill score, and dis-
play this, to help forecasters judge how well the persistence
forecast has been performing recently.

5. Implications for an L5 Mission

The results in Section 3 have shown that for persistence
forecasts, there is benefit from observing the solar wind az-
imuthally away from the Sun-Earth line, as this means less
than a full solar rotation is needed before the observed solar
wind stream nominally encounters the Earth, thus diminish-
ing the requirement for this stream to remain constant (for
such observations to lead to a skillful persistence forecast) by

comparison with observations on the Sun-Earth line, which
require a full solar rotation (and hence a longer period of
constancy).

The sacrifice made for this is reduced lead time. The bal-
ance of benefits between increased accuracy and lead time
will depend on the forecast application; in principle, differ-
ent sectors might benefit from persistence forecasts issued by
spacecraft theoretically present at a wide range of azimuthal
separations from the Sun-Earth line. In practice however,
it is worth noting that the STEREO-B case studied here is
notable, as its orbit meant it gives some indication of the
likely increase in persistence forecast skill (relative to ob-
servations on the Sun-Earth line) which may be expected
from an azimuthally-offset spacecraft with a good case for
being commissioned —an operational space weather mon-
itor at the L5 point (e.g. Vourlidas [2015]), on the same
1 AU orbit as Earth, but lagging Earth with an azimuthal
offset of 60◦ (i.e. a lead time of ∼ 4.5 days).

Figure 7 examines this issue, showing skill scores and cor-
relation coefficients for ACE and STEREO-B over different
periods, for all the solar wind parameters in the persistence
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Figure 7. Skill scores (top) and correlation coefficients (bottom) for ACE (dashed lines) and STEREO-B
(solid lines) evaluated over different periods. 2007-2013 (black line) shows the entire period, correspond-
ing to the results in Table 2, 2007-2009 (blue) shows the period when the STEREO-B azimuthal angle
Θ was < 50◦, 2009-2013 (green) the period when Θ was > 50◦, and 2009-2010 (red) the 6-month period
(2009-08-02 to 2010-01-29) when 50◦ < Θ < 70◦, i.e. the period roughly corresponding to the Θ = 60◦

values of an L5 mission.

forecast. The black lines show the results for the entire
2007-2013 period, and correspond to the results in Table
2. Blue lines show the results from 2007 to 2009, when the
STEREO-B azimuthal angle Θ was < 50◦, while green lines
show results from 2009 to 2013, when Θ was > 50◦. Red
lines show the ∼ 6-month period from 2009-08-02 to 2010-
01-29 when Θ was between 50◦ and 70◦, i.e. the period
roughly corresponding to the 60◦ azimuthal angle which an
L5 mission would have.

Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from Figure
7, regarding data intercompatibility, the interpretation of
STEREO-B persistence forecast results for L5 purposes, and
implications for L5 particle instruments. These are elabo-
rated on below.

5.1. Data Intercompatibility

Consistent with Figure 4, it is seen that the principle con-
tribution to the typically-better correlation and skill from
STEREO-B (compared to ACE) in 2007-2013 comes from
the 2007-2009 period, where the relative performance of
STEREO-B over ACE is higher than in 2009-2013. It is
notable that the exceptions to this better STEREO-B per-
formance occur for the higher plasma moments (skill for
Tp, both measures for Np), and are more pronounced in
the later 2009-2013 period. One possibility for this, con-
sistent with the previously-discussed (Section 3) hypothesis
of intercalibration between ACE and STEREO-B, may be
if degradation of the plasma instruments on STEREO-B is
gradually deteriorating the relative calibration of the higher
plasma moments relative to ACE. (An alternative explana-
tion might be a more rapid degradation of the ACE plasma
instruments.)

Further investigation is needed to determine if intercali-
bration between ACE and STEREO-B is indeed responsible
for the typically worse performance of STEREO-B for Tp

and Np. If this hypothesis proves correct, it demonstrates
that although a priority for operational space weather space-
craft must remain near-real-time delivery of data (which will
thus not even benefit from the processing already performed
on the science-level data used here), it is also necessary
to ensure data from different operational spacecraft (such
as missions to L1 and L5) are as compatible as possible.
Specifically, in order to allow effective development of appli-
cations such as the persistence forecasts investigated here,
best efforts must be made to ensure their instruments (or
at least data) are similar, intercalibrated, and corrected for
any gradual deterioration effects present.

5.2. Persistence Forecast Skill: Care Needed Using
STEREO-B as a Proxy for L5

The 2009-2010 results show that individually, for both
ACE and STEREO-B, the absolute performance of the per-
sistence forecast is typically worse than in all the other pe-
riods. The most likely explanation for this worse perfor-
mance is that the solar cycle effect is getting conflated with
the longitude-separation effect: this short period lies almost
entirely during 2009, when there were very few recurrent
high-speed streams compared to the periods before and after
[Toma, 2010], and hence a reduction in a significant contrib-
utor to the fundamental mechanism responsible for skill in
the persistence forecast. Note this reduction in performance
is hence merely a consequence of the fact that STEREO-B
happened to pass through the Θ ∼ 60◦ location during this
reduction in high-speed streams —a L5 mission present over
longer periods at Θ = 60◦ would hence not be expected to
suffer such a reduction in absolute performance.

Despite this absence of high-speed streams, it is seen that
during 2009-2010, the STEREO-B results typically show
an improvement (other than for higher-order plasma mo-
ments) over ACE, with relative improvements broadly con-
sistent with other periods. The exception to this is skill for
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|B|, where STEREO-B results are slightly worse than ACE
—this may be due to the reduction in high-speed streams
during this period increasing the relative importance of he-
liolatitudinal separation —as seen in Figure 2, STEREO-B
heliolatitudinal separations from ACE are biased towards
negative values over this 6-month period (ranging from ap-
proximately 3◦ to −10◦).

Consequently, the overall results suggest that despite
the unfortunate conflating influence of reduced high-speed
streams, persistence forecasts from STEREO-B during the
Θ ∼ 60◦ period typically still show a relative improvement
over ACE, and consequently a mission to L5 is also likely
to result in an improvement to persistence forecasts. This
is likely to be of lesser impact than the other advantages
of such a mission, such as heliographic imaging of the Sun-
Earth line for CME forecasting purposes [Vourlidas, 2015],
but can be viewed as a side benefit. It is important to note
also that the highest absolute performance of STEREO-B
during the 2007-2009 period when the azimuthal angle Θ
was < 50◦ should not be viewed as an argument, based on
the results here, for a mission closer to Earth —note that
this better performance would come at the expense of a re-
duction in forecast lead time (less than the ∼ 4.5 days lead
time given by a mission at L5), and so such an argument
would require careful analysis of the relative benefits of ac-
curacy and lead time, not considered here.

5.3. L5 Particle Instrumentation

Finally, it is also interesting to consider the implications
for an L5 mission of Section 2, where it was seen that an in-
crease in persistence forecast skill could be achieved by using
compositional information to distinguish transient events
(such as ICMEs), and hence to remove them from the per-
sistence forecast, replacing the contaminated section with
uncontaminated section from a prior rotation (the conse-
quent price being a reduced correlation [Owens et al., 2013],
due to an increased requirement on coronal stability). This
demonstrates the advantages of including in-situ solar wind
monitors in the payload of a mission to L5. As discussed in
Section 2.2, the best performance (from an individual indi-
cator) seen in Table 1 came from using the iron charge state
as the transient filter, and removing sections of 24 hours
either side of regions identified as being contaminated.

In principle, this could be used as an argument for in-
cluding instruments capable of making plasma composition
measurements on a mission to L5, in addition to instru-
ments for other in-situ measurements of bulk plasma prop-
erties and magnetic field. However, it is important to con-
sider the overall payload requirements for such a mission,
and the relative benefits from each instrument. Given the
likely lesser impact of better persistence forecasts (com-
pared, say, to operational heliographic imaging of the Sun-
Earth line for identification of Earth-bound CMEs), one can
also look at the Table 1 results, and consider that the tran-
sient filtering using helium abundance and proton tempera-
ture also showed improvements relative to the standard per-
sistence forecast. Although associated average skills are al-
ways slightly worse than equivalents using heavy ions, these
light-ion-based measurements still show improvements for
all individual parameters (except velocity, as discussed in
Section 2.2). More importantly, the necessary proton tem-
perature or helium-abundance measurements may well be
capable of being made by a bulk-plasma instrument on a L5
mission (if it is similar to SWEPAM), rather than requiring
an equivalent to SWICS. Note that although on average the
proton temperature indicator always performs worse than
the equivalent helium-based equivalent, it does not neces-
sarily follow that a L5-based mission would be able to use a
helium-based indicator for persistence forecasting, unless the
L5 mission makes helium measurements available in near-
real time. Relying on a proton temperature-based indicator
for L5 will also be compatible with our current aims for
DSCOVR data (including efforts to increase skill by opti-
mising the Tex/Tp threshold), as discussed in Section 4.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown that a traditional 27 day
persistence forecast model can be improved by applying
techniques to remove CMEs from the observations used to
create the forecast. The best individual indicator of CME
presence was found to be the mean iron charge state 〈QFe〉,
with the best performance (averaged across all solar param-
eters) achieved when 24 hour intervals either side of indica-
tor triggering are removed, and replaced by solar wind from
a previous rotation. This is the preferred indicator, as it
yielded very similar average performance to the (marginally
better) results achieved using a more complex combination
of all indicators (proton temperature, Fe and O charge state,
and He abundance). The result of the Fe-based CME re-
moval is an improvement for skill scores across all solar wind
parameters; in particular the skill score for the southward
IMF component Bz, a crucial parameter for determining
solar wind geoeffectiveness, went from 3.5% to 19.3%, a
15.8 percentage point improvement. The equivalent skill
score for an alternative indicator, the proton temperature,
also shows a 7.7 percentage point improvement in Bz (to
11.2%) —this is lower, but should be more representative
of improvements which may be expected operationally from
DSCOVR data (given heavy ion indicators will not be avail-
able from DSCOVR).

We have also shown that a reduced lead time persistence
forecast can be built, using STEREO A/B data to ease the
requirement of persistence forecasts from spacecraft at the
L1 Lagrangian point, namely that coronal solar wind sources
must remain unchanged for multiples of a whole synodic pe-
riod (∼ 27 days). Using STEREO data reduces the fore-
cast lead time, but allows the forecast to be based on more
recently-observed data. This results in an improvement in
the skill scores of many solar wind parameters —Bz skill
scores improved from 4.3% to 21.4%. Exceptions to this im-
provement are seen for the proton density and the proton
temperature, where the STEREO-based skill scores worsen
—we suggest the most likely cause for this may be due to
calibration differences between instruments on the ACE and
STEREO spacecraft. Correlation coefficients, which should
be less sensitive to calibration issues, show improvement for
all solar wind parameters. The impact of the heliolatitudi-
nal difference between STEREO and ACE (ranging between
∼ ±14◦, meaning the spacecraft may observe different so-
lar wind streams) was investigated by comparing the power
spectrum of the heliolatitudinal differences and the corre-
lation between the ACE and time-shifted STEREO obser-
vations; only limited impact was found, principally on Bz.
No investigation has been done into the effects of the orbit
radius differences of ACE and STEREO —this may have
some effect on timing [R Bentley, personal communication],
but we expect this to be minor, less important than the
previously-mentioned heliolatitudinal effects. Further work
is needed to verify this.

We have investigated the ∼ 6-month period when
STEREO-B was in a position near the Lagrangian L5 point
(in the context of the longer periods before and after), aim-
ing to determine what impact a future L5 mission may have
on a reduced lead time forecast (with lead times of ∼ 4.5
days). We have found that the STEREO-B based persis-
tence forecast still typically shows better performance than
the equivalent ACE-based results, implying that improved
L5-based persistence forecasts (relative to L1-based persis-
tence forecasts) will be a minor benefit of a L5 mission. We
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note though that the absolute performance of the persis-
tence forecast (for both spacecraft) is worse than in other
periods, likely due to the relative absence of recurrent high-
speed streams during this period, hence a reduction in a
significant contributor to the fundamental mechanism re-
sponsible for skill in the persistence forecast. We also note
a L5 mission may be able to filter CMEs using a proton
temperature-based indicator (compatible with DSCOVR),
and that effective persistence forecasts will require efforts to
ensure L1 and L5 data are intercompatible.

The regular persistence model and the reduced lead time
persistence models were transitioned to operations at the
Met Office in the spring of 2015 and are now routinely used
by forecasters, as a complement to dynamical models, which
are known to underperform compared to persistence mod-
els when looking at high speed enhancements [Owens et al.,
2013]. Initial feedback from forecasters seem to agree with
these findings but a thorough event-based validation will
be discussed in a follow-up paper. Due to the SWICS in-
strument onboard ACE suffering some hardware damage in
August 2011, the heavy ion measurement methodology was
altered. The impact of using the post 2011 dataset will
be investigated shortly, but in the meantime, CME-filtering
is not being performed. Future work will also need to be
performed when DSCOVR replaces ACE, to adapt CME-
filtering to the available CME indicators from the PlasMag
instrument, and to implement routine assessment of the per-
sistence forecast skill score.
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